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Day of Year  

 

 

Day 302 (10/29/18)  

 

Status Summary: 

All instruments are nominal. OCAMS is powered on and was reset earlier today as per usual. 

The OVIRS decon heater will be turned off later today to let the instrument cool down in 

preparation for Full-Disk Integrated Spectroscopy later this week.  

DSN station 54, which we are using this week, is in red status, but Andy Calloway confirmed 

that the issue does not impact OREX operations. DSN station 55 remains red, but we do not have 

any scheduled passes on it this week.  

AAM-3 took place this morning, apparently successfully. The maneuver triggered a few 

expected alarms. Mike Moreau’s team is evaluating the spacecraft performance and contingency 

options and will have more to report tomorrow.  

Most of the data collected last week and today have been received on the ground. A retransmit 

was initiated for five criticality-5 OpNav images that were not received on Saturday (27 October, 

DOY 300); those images were confirmed on the ground today. A gap was identified in APID-76 

OCAMS images: Two frames from DOY 289 (corresponding to one line of an OCAMS image) 

never filled in, even after replay. SPOC is investigating further. We do not expect to be able to 

recover those data.  

Everything has been uplinked for this week except ATF-306a and -307a, which were previously 

identified as possibly unsafe owing to a slew collision. These ATFs will be rerun with the post–

AAM-3 OD and uplinked if safe.  

Bashar Rizk showed recent OCAMS images. Bennu is now resolved in both the PolyCam and 

MapCam views and is up to ~100 pixels across in PolyCam. Variation continues in brightness 

measurements in terms of the predicted percent error, but this is likely due to natural variation in 

the brightness of the asteroid. A super-resolution image created from Sunday’s data appears to 

show a crater and a tilt of 162 degrees relative to J2000; we will learn more as observations 

progress this week.  

Carl Hergenrother showed data from the Natural Satellite Search. The first four days of data have 

been examined using several approaches. The best-analyzed day, DOY 299 (Friday 26 October), 

covers the Hill Sphere and shows no satellites down to ~20 cm diameter.  



Looking ahead: Natural Satellite Search observations resume tomorrow (Tuesday 30 October, 

DOY 303) with PolyCam and MapCam, accompanied by MapCam OpNav, test TAGCAMS 

OpNav, and MapCam Daily Phase Function; we will repeat this set of observations on DOY 304. 

TAGCAMS will collect Natural Satellite Search observations starting on DOY 305 (Thursday 1 

November). Full-Disk Integrated Spectroscropy with OVIRS and ride-along OTES begins on 

DOY 306 (Friday 2 November).  

 

Media filmed this downlink tag-up.  

Day 303 (10/30/18)  

 

Status Summary: 

All instruments are green. OCAMS is powered on. The OVIRS decon heater has been turned to 

NON-OP; telemetry data indicate that the instrument is cooling down.  

We resumed the Natural Satellite Search today with PolyCam and MapCam. We also collected 

MapCam Daily Phase Function, MapCam OpNav, and test TAGCAMS OpNav. An image from 

the lattermost group was shown at the downlink tag-up; NavCam is performing as expected.  

The persistent gap in DOY 289 data noted in yesterday’s tag-up was resolved. The root cause 

was the “Hydra” issue, a known problem involving the intitiation of replay while data are still 

coming down. A fix is under development.  

Christian d’Aubigny presented the most recent MapCam data. Bennu is about 33 pixels across in 

the MapCam view and closely resembles Ryugu in shape. No spider diffraction pattern is 

apparent in the overexposed images. The hard saturation ends about 304 m above the limb. The 

performance of MapCam at this stage is better than planned.  

Carl Hergenrother gave an update on the Natural Satellite Search. All data up to DOY 301 

(Sunday 28 October) have been received on the ground. Manual blinking of the first four days of 

data is complete. All data except DOY 300 have been sent to Alan Hildebrand and the Catalina 

Sky Survey for processing. Visual inspection of coadded DOY 301 images indicates no satellites 

down to about 10 cm diameter and within half a kilometer of the surface.  

The super-pixel image of Bennu has been posted on NASA’s website and can be shared freely.  

Looking ahead: Today’s observations will be repeated tomorrow (DOY 304, Wednesday 31 

October). TAGCAMS will collect Natural Satellite Search observations starting on DOY 305 

(Thursday 1 November). Full-Disk Integrated Spectroscropy with OVIRS and ride-along OTES 

begins on DOY 306 (Friday 2 November), if these observations are deemed safe after testing 

with the latest OD (see the SOPG slides for 10/30/18).  



Day 304 (10/31/18)  

 

Status Summary: 

All instruments are green. OCAMS is powered on.  

We executed Natural Satellite Search (PolyCam and MapCam), Daily Phase Function 

(MapCam), and OpNav (MapCam and TAGCAMS) observations today. We expect to bring 

down all of the data from today and tomorrow by the end of tomorrow’s pass.  

A NavCam alarm was triggered that has been seen previously. It is unexpected but is not 

believed to be a concern. Arlin Bartels will make sure that Brent Bos is aware.  

Tonight, OD056 will be tested with and without the DOY 306 and 307 spectroscopy 

observations, which so far have been withheld from uplink because of a possible slew collision. 

If it is safe to run the observations with OD056, they will be uplinked. SPOC early-look testing 

with OD055 (which is not expected to be very different from OD056) suggests that the 

observations will be doable.  

Today’s MapCam data is consistent with yesterday’s. The latest PolyCam images are partially 

out of frame, which was an anticipated possibility following AAM-3.  

All Natural Satellite Search data up to DOY 301 (Sunday 28 October) have now been manually 

blinked and coadded. No satellites down to 10 cm diameter are apparent. The data are still being 

processed by the Catalina Sky Survey, which so far has only had one detection, a false positive.  

Looking ahead: TAGCAMS will collect Natural Satellite Search observations starting tomorrow 

(DOY 305, Thursday 1 November). Full-Disk Integrated Spectroscropy with OVIRS and ride-

along OTES will begin on DOY 306 (Friday 2 November), if deemed safe after testing with 

OD056.  

Day 305 (11/1/18)  

 

Status Summary: 

All instruments are green. OCAMS is powered on. OTES and OVIRS will be powered on later 

today and tomorrow, respectively.  

We have received all of the data from DOY 303, 304, and today on the ground, including 4 

OpNav and 4 Natural Satellite Search images from TAGCAMS.  



Testing with OD056 has confirmed that the planned spectroscopy observations for DOY 306 and 

307 are safe to run. The OD and ATFs were uplinked today.  

Two lines are still missing from OCAMS images from DOY 299 and 300. Generally we will not 

attempt to recover single-line gaps.  

We discussed the appropriate metric for tracking how much spectral data is expected and 

received from the spacecraft on each observation day. Data volume is one option, but it is not as 

informative as a discrete number (e.g., number of images, in the case of OCAMS) for tracking 

expected versus received data. For spectral data, it may be possible to determine a discrete 

number of packets or of spectra (based on the rate of spectra collection). The downlink engineers 

and spectrometer scientists will determine a suitable metric offline.  

Christian d’Aubigny showed the latest OCAMS data and super-resolution PolyCam image. The 

spacecraft is about 200 km away from Bennu, and the phase angle is about 6 degrees. At its 

longest distance, the asteroid appears to be about 520 m across. Observed and predicted 

brightnesses are close. Bright spots (about 10 to 15% brighter than their surroundings) are 

apparent in OCAMS images; their significance is yet to be determined.  

Brent Bos presented data from the NavCam images showing an approximately linear relationship 

between overexposure factor and pixel saturation beyond the observed limb. This indicates that 

oversaturation effects in NavCam images are probably optical and not electrical. The “ghost” of 

Bennu in NavCam images is very low signal and does not affect OpNav. Many more stars than 

required for OpNav are visible in the oversaturated images.  

Looking ahead: Full-Disk Integrated Spectroscopy with OVIRS and ride-along OTES will take 

place Friday and Saturday (DOY 306 and 307, 2 and 3 November). AAM-3A will take place on 

Monday (DOY 309, 5 November), followed by Full-Disk Integrated Spectroscopy with OTES 

and ride-along OVIRS.  

Day 306 (11/2/18)  

 

Status Summary: 

All instruments are green. OCAMS, OVIRS, and OTES are powered on.  

Downtime for DSN station 34 is being extended, but this does not affect OREX uplink or 

downlink.  

We executed the first day of Full-Disk Integrated Spectroscopy today. These observations are 

optimized for OVIRS, with OTES ride-along and OCAMS context images. We also collected 

OpNav and Daily Phase Function images today.  



We have received today’s OpNav images and most of the spectroscopy data on the ground. All 

the data from today through Sunday (4 November, DOY 308) will be down by the end of 

Sunday’s pass.  

The OVIRS auto-process flag is set to OFF in SPOCflight. This is a known issue; the super-pixel 

data will still be processed.  

Christian d’Aubigny showed the latest OCAMS data.. Bennu is 188 x 211 pixels in PolyCam’s 

view. Today’s super-resolution image shows a different side of Bennu from yesterday’s.  

Bashar Rizk and Dani DellaGiustina showed GIFs capturing a small portion of Bennu’s rotation. 

Dani noted that reflectance values currently coming out of SPOCflight should be viewed warily 

because the forthcoming lunar calibration is not yet in the pipeline.  

Karl Harshman noted that there has been variation in how quickly SPOC receives retransmit 

reports after downlink. Andy Calloway explained that this is because the process is manual.  

Looking ahead: We will collect OVIRS-optimized Full-Disk Integrated Spectroscopy 

observations again tomorrow (DOY 307, Saturday 3 November). Daily Phase Function and 

OpNav observations will continue through the weekend and into next week. AAM-3A will take 

place on Monday (DOY 309), followed by OTES-optimized Full-Disk Integrated Spectroscopy 

(ride-along OVIRS).  

 


